Finish Line™

CHILL ZONE™

Releases Rusted Parts

Chill Zone features a special refrigerant that quickly freezes metal parts. As the metal freezes, it contracts and causes micro-cracks in the corrosion. These cracks allow the release agents in Chill Zone to penetrate and free up the seized parts.

Before giving up on a frozen crank bolt, rusted up derailleur, seized seatpost or a rusted, frozen chain – give Chill Zone a shot. It will break down and flush out rust and corrosion to allow quick and easy release.

A 20 second blast of Chill Zone will quickly freeze metal and free up most rusted parts. For severe cold welded parts, use a second blast of 30 to 40 seconds to achieve a maximum freeze point of -40°F. Then wait 30 minutes or more for the release agents to break down the corrosion.

**Features**

- CFC-Free Refrigerant Propellant
- Penetrating Release Agent
- Formulated with Oils and Rust Inhibitors
- Spray at any angle

**Benefits**

- Freezes metal to cause micro-cracks in corrosion. Will not delprime ozone layer
- Breaks down and loosens rusted parts
- Protective film is left on parts to help prevent future corrosion & wear from friction
- Allows user to apply product in hard to reach areas.

**Available Sizes**

- 6 oz. Aerosol, 6 units per case
- 12 oz. Aerosol, 6 units per case